Comparatives

Which city is bigger, Dublin or Cork?
Dublin is bigger than Cork.

Which car is more expensive, a BMW or a FIAT?

Which city is bigger, Paris or Dublin?

Which animal is faster, a donkey or a horse?

Which film is older, Titanic or Gone with the Wind?

Which book is more modern, Harry Potter or Hamlet?

Which transport is slower, a boat or an aeroplane?

Which city is busier, Dublin or Kilkenny?

Which food is healthier, a hamburger or a salad?
Answer these questions

E.g.
Q. Who do think is a better singer, Rihanna or Chris Brown?
A. I think Rihanna is a better singer.

Who do you think is a better football team, Chelsea or Liverpool?

What football team is better, Spain or Brazil?

What food is more delicious, pizza or pasta?

What weather is nicer, the weather in Ireland or the weather in your country?

What do you think is more interesting, English or Maths?

Now you write 3 questions for your partner.

1.

2.

3.